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STUNNING

* Based on commonly purchased produce. For optimal performance, replace every 6 months.  
** For optimal performance, replace every 6 months.

The industry-exclusive Platinum Interior Design features beautiful silver-glossy walls that complement the metallic accents on shelves,  
crispers, bins and freezer baskets. No other refrigerator has it. Be sure to load this refrigerator with bright-colored items on the sales floor  
to demonstrate how they attractively stand out against the Platinum Interior Design! On Model KFIV29PCMS.

Industry Exclusive Preserva® French Door Refrigerator  
KFIV29PCMS with the stunning PLATINUM interior

Sequential Dual Evaporators
The refrigerator compartment 
maintains up to 75% relative 
humidity, helping to keep 
produce fresher longer.  
Plus, the freezer stays dry  
to reduce frost formation  

on ice cream and freezer-burn in meats.

FreshFlow™  
Air Filter
Uses activated 
carbon to reduce 
refrigerator  

odors – like onions, garlic and fish – that  
can spoil fresh flavor. It’s 15x more powerful 
than baking soda at reducing common  
food odors.**

Other features your customers will want to hear about:

FreshFlow™  
Produce Preserver
Extends the freshness of 
produce up to 25%* by  

absorbing the ethylene gas that causes produce 
to over ripen. Ethylene-producing foods, such 
as apples, avocados and cantaloupe, should be 
stored in the crisper containing the FreshFlow™ 
Produce Preserver. 
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As the current trend in refrigeration, French-door refrigerators are 
in very high demand and sought after for kitchens large and small. 
Why are they so popular? 

• Wide capacity accommodates large trays of appetizers  
 and desserts 

• Fresh food is stored at eye level, and consumers can easily  
 view it all at once

• A wide variety of styles including four door, counter depth,  
 external ice-and-water dispensing, and non-dispensing models

A French Door Refrigerator for every customer
Selling French-door refrigerators has never been easier! With so many KitchenAid® models available, including Pro Line™ Series, built-in, panel ready, 
counter depth, 4-door, internal and external dispensing models, and a 30-inch width model, you can help every customer find one they’ll love.

KFCP22EXMP KBFC42FBS KFCO22EVBL KBFS20EVMS KBFS22EWMS KFFS20EYMSKFIS20XVMS KFIS29BBMSKFXS25RYMS
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FRENCH DOOR 
BOTTOM MOUNT: 


